Introduction
Forensic facial reconstruction (FFR) is an attempt to reproduce a likeness of the facial features of an individual, based on characteristics of the skull, for the purpose of individual identification [1, 2] . FFR is often conducted by a three-dimensional building up of the face, on a skull or a cast thereof, with artistic clay. For this purpose standard soft tissue thickness (STT) values and other anatomy-based rules are used [3] [4] [5] [6] . Producing a face from the skull relies on the relationship between the soft tissues covering the skull and the underlying bony features. STT values are commonly used to determine the amount or the depth of the tissues that falls on certain predetermined landmarks of the skull [5, 7, 8] . This aids in the reconstruction of the face by giving a limit to work from when developing the initial face shape in the early stages of the reconstruction procedure. However, one of the problems associated with FFR is the reliance on the use of these average facial STTs [9] , as well as the difficulty of estimating these values. Facial recognition is already extremely difficult, and is also further complicated by the variation exhibited by STT and facial features [10] . Many studies are ongoing to add to the database of STTs for specific age, sex and population groups, but there is still a lack of studies to establish whether the variation between sexes and ages within and between population groups may or may not be great enough to influence an identification or lack thereof [11] .
Thus far, only two studies have been conducted on South African population groups. Aulsebrook et al. [12] developed STT standards for black male Zulus from KwaZulu-Natal, whereas Phillips and Smuts [1] did the same for a mixed origin population from the Cape Province areas. The Aulsebrook et al. study made use of radiographs and ultrasound of 55 males, while the Phillips and Smuts study used CT scans of 32 individuals. No standards exist for STT for the reconstruction of South African black female faces and, currently, STT values used come from data from American populations [3] (Capt. T.M. Briers, personal communication). Owing to this, the results are easily criticised and therefore the need to do a similar study on females of South African origin exists.
The aim of this study was therefore to develop STT values for South African black females, to add to the existing literature on STT values. These values will also be compared to existing databases in order to assess whether there are differences in tissue thicknesses that could potentially make a difference when it comes to actual facial reconstructions.
In forensic science, investigators frequently have to deal with unidentified skeletonised remains. When conventional methods of identification are unsuccessful, forensic facial reconstruction (FFR) may be used, often as a last resort, to assist the process. FFR relies on the relationships between the facial features, subcutaneous soft tissues and underlying bony structure of the skull. The aim of this study was to develop soft tissue thickness (STT) values for South African black females for application to FFR, to compare these values to existing literature or databases and to add these values to existing population data. Computerised tomography scanning was used to determine average population-specific STT values at 28 facial landmarks of 154 black females. Descriptive statistics are provided for these STT values, which were also compared to those reported in three other comparable databases. Many of these STT values are significantly different from those reported for comparable groups, suggesting that individuals from different geographical areas have unique facial features thus requiring population-specific STT values. Repeatability tests indicated that most measurements could be recorded with a high degree of reliability.
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to CT scans at the Steve Biko Hospital for reasons not related to this study. As was the case in the study by Sahni et al. [14] , patients with head trauma, fractures, swellings, asymmetries, distortions, malformations or any abnormality that could influence the shape of the face or thickness of the subcutaneous tissues and musculature, were excluded from the sample. Unfortunately patient details such as weight and height could not be obtained, thus thin and obese subjects were also included in the sample. Measurements were taken with the Image Tool of the CT scan program Centricity to the nearest tenth of a millimetre. The method of soft tissue measurement was similar to that described by Aulsebrook et al. [12] , and was established as follows: a tangential line was drawn to the curve of the outer surface of the bony landmark (line 1 in Fig. 1 ). A line was drawn perpendicular to the tangent at the bony landmark, and extended outward to meet the facial profile (line 2 in Fig. 1 ). The length of the line from the bone to the junction with the skin surface was regarded as the equivalent STT at that landmark (Fig. 2) .
The landmarks and measurements chosen for this study were previously used by researchers such as Phillips and Smuts [1] , Wilkinson [5] , Manhein et al. [11] and Aulsebrook et al. [12] . For this study, 28 biometric landmarks were identified and the tissue depth at each of these landmarks was measured on the CT scans. The locations correspond to the osteological landmarks. Midline landmarks were measured on a topogram view of the CT scans ( Fig. 3a) . The landmarks that fall on the three-quarter or lateral profiles were, by anthropometric convention, measured on the left side of the face on a horizontal slide ( Fig. 3b ). Some of these landmarks are used traditionally in FFR and were previously defined by Kollman and Buchly [15] and Suzuki [16] . Others were previously described by Aulsebrook et al. [12] . A few landmarks were newly identified by the authors as there are other areas on the face that no data are published on, but which could have an influence on FFR. For example, the South African black population group in general has prominent or protruding lips, but the existing STT data indicate thickness of lips over the alveoli of the teeth and not over the teeth itself, therefore extra measurements in these areas could be useful. Different researchers use different names for the same point, but for the purposes of this study various definitions for the landmarks were combined to produce one set of points for acquiring depth measurements on CT scans. The landmarks are listed and definitions summarised in Table 1 , and are also indicated in Figs. 4 and 5.
In order to assess the reliability with which these measurements could be recorded, the measurements of 22 individuals were repeated by the investigator at a different time, and measurements of 29 individuals were repeated by an independent observer. The inter-and intra-observer repeatability between the original and second set of measurements was assessed by means of the intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficient, which reflects good repeatability when the value is close to one [17, 18] .
The mean, range and standard deviation were calculated for each measurement, and these means can in future be used for purposes of facial reconstruction. The mean of each value was compared to that of black females from the USA as reported by Manhein et al. [11] , the revised tables from Rhine and Campbell [3] as well as a database for females of mixed ancestral origin, developed by Phillips and Smuts [1] . This was done by means of a Student's t-test, in order to assess whether significant differences exist in any of the values between the population groups.
Results
Basic descriptive statistics for the measurements are summarised in Table 2 . Every measurement in this study could not be recorded from each of the CT scans due to a lack of control on the position of the CT scan of the patients, resulting in some of the scans only including the upper half of the face. On some scans there were also other objects such as respiratory tubes or bandages that influenced the clear visibility of the landmarks and skin surface. Therefore, every measurement has a different individual sample size (n), with much smaller sample sizes for measurements on the mandible and lower maxillary region. The smallest sample size at any particular landmark was for G -mental tubercle (n = 17).
The landmarks that showed the smallest values include A (supra-glabella), N (frontal eminence) and O (fronto-temporale), which all fall on areas on the forehead, as well as D (end of nasals) and E (lateral nasal) on the nose. The largest values were measured [ ( ) T D $ F I G ] [ ( ) T D $ F I G ] on the landmarks R (zygomaxillare), U (area of the parotid), V (mid-masseteric), W (gonion), X (supra M 2 ), Y (sub M 2 ) and Z (occlusal line). These are all landmarks that fall on the maxilla or mandible, therefore the areas around the mouth and cheeks. These are also the areas known to be the most variable in STT [8] and first to change along with changes in body weight and gain or loss of facial fat. This reflects the influence that different body builds can have on the results of the measurements.
[ ( ) T D $ F I G ]
The mode is included to indicate the most common value. It also gives an idea of the value when the effect of tissue thicknesses of very thin or obese people included in the sample is eliminated. The measurements with the greatest difference between the mean and mode (the difference indicated in brackets) are W (gonion; 2.07) and Y (sub M 2 ; 3.07). No value is indicated for the mode at G (mental tubercle), since no value has been repeated that could be counted as a mode. At F (lateral supra-labiale), Q (sub-orbital), R (zygomaxillare), U (area of the parotid), V (mid-masseteric) and Y (sub M 2 ), two or more values have occurred with the same maximum frequency, therefore no unique mode is indicated at these landmarks.
When comparing the STT values with results from other studies (Table 3) , it should be taken into account that not all the measurements were included by other researchers. Also, Rhine and Campbell have not published the standard deviations in their paper, since they were concerned only with extracting data on means and ranges [3] , thus the variability of the measurements were not available [8] and not all the statistical comparisons could be performed. The values from Rhine and Campbell in this study are as quoted from Taylor [19] , but will still be referred to as the Rhine and Campbell [3] values. As can be seen from Table 3 , many of these soft tissue thicknesses differ significantly from those reported by other authors.
The difference between the means is the difference in the values between the published results and the current study at each landmark. These range from 0.0 to 17.1 mm. The landmarks that show the greatest difference between the means of the measurements in the various populations are those around the mouth (Xsupra M 2 and Y -sub M 2 ) and angle of the mandible (W -gonion). It is expected that the greatest difference in appearance of reconstructions will be around these areas, but the influence of this will only be assessed when put to practical testing.
The ICC values, calculated for intra-observer repeatability, indicated that most of the measurements could be repeated with high accuracy. The measurements that showed the highest intraobserver repeatability were the lower incisor (JJ; ICC = 0.904) and lateral zygomatic arch (S; ICC = 0.919) measurements. Measurements that did not correlate well between first and second readings were that of the glabella (B), mid-philtrum (H), mid lower lip margin (J), frontal eminence (N) and zygomaxillare (R), indicating that these could not be re-measured by the original investigator with a high degree of reliability. These ICC values ranged between 0.425 and 0.553.
The second observer was able to re-measure all the dimensions with precision. The highest ICC values were calculated for the suborbital (Q; 0.930), lateral zygomatic arch (S; 0.946), midmasseteric (V; 0.924) and occlusal line (Z; 0.922) measurements. Table 1 Landmarks for measurements and location of tissue depth markers. Landmarks A-M (except F and G) are midline landmarks, but landmarks N-Z are bilateral and are measured on the left side only. The most lateral point on the mandibular angle X a -supra M 2 Above the second maxillary molar Y a -sub M 2 Below the second mandibular molar Z a -occlusal line On anterior margin of the ramus of the mandible, in alignment with the line where the teeth occlude or ''bite'' a Landmarks defined by Rhine and Campbell [3] for measurements or location of tissue depth markers. b Landmarks defined by Aulsebrook et al. [12] for measurements or location of tissue depth markers. c Landmarks newly defined by the authors for measurements or location of tissue depth markers.
Landmark Definition
With the inter-observer repeatability the measurements for the lateral supra-labiale (F) and mid-philtrum (H) landmarks appeared to be the most unreliable, but both these values were above 0.545.
Discussion
The results presented here provide a set of average facial soft tissue depth measurements to contribute to a more accurate reproduction of a face on a skull. These are for specific application to the skull of black females, specifically of South African origin, as Table 2 Basic descriptive statistics (n = sample size for each measurement; SD = standard deviation; min. = minimum; max. = maximum). [ ( ) T D $ F I G ] Fig. 4 . Frontal view landmarks for measurements or location of tissue depth markers. The landmarks are described in Table 1 .
[ ( ) T D $ F I G ] Fig. 5 . Lateral view landmarks for measurements or location of tissue depth markers. The landmarks are described in Table 1 . (Table 3) , STT values at many landmarks show significant differences. A total of nine landmarks are significantly different as compared to data from Manhein et al. [11] (p 0.01), four with Phillips and Smuts [1] at p 0.01 and three at p 0.05, and 17 with Rhine and Campbell [3] (p 0.01). Some of these differences may possibly be attributed to difference in positioning [6] of the subjects on which the measurements were taken, in other words the upright position for ultrasound-based measurements [6, 11] , or supine for CT scans [1, 6] and cadaver-based measurements [3] . However, clear differences were observed indicating that population-specific values should be used for FFR. This is especially true for values around the mouth area (supra M 2 and sub M 2 ), which were found to differ most. The least differences were observed between values from the current study and South African (Cape) Coloured females [1] as could be expected due to possible genetic similarities between these groups.
The smaller or limited number of subjects used in past and existing studies has been questioned, and it can be asked whether the subjects are representative of a specific population group [8] . The small sample size may also contribute to the considerable variation that is seen in results [14] . In order to measure STT values that resemble that of a whole population, a substantial number of CT scans is needed. The number of individuals measured per landmark in this study ranged between 17 and 152 which is a fairly large sample. Since this study was conducted in the northern part of the country, we can presume that it reflects the Gauteng area's population groups, but less well other population groups elsewhere in South Africa. Also, the ideal would have been to use CT scans of individuals of which the age, ancestry, exact health status and BMI were known. Unfortunately, recruiting volunteers to be scanned is an ethical problem due to unnecessary exposure to radiation, albeit small. Therefore, CT scans had to be used from patients already on file. The shortcoming of this is that the BMI of these individuals could not be obtained, therefore the CT scans could not be categorised according to BMI and this prevented the measurement of average STTs for different classes of body builds. The average STTs shown in this study is that of the whole range of possible body composition of the population group.
Data regarding age, sex and body build are generally limited, however it has been stated that sub-categorisation of soft tissue data is of little practical benefit, and it is suggested that the data should rather be assimilated to increase sample sizes to provide a more statistically powerful, yet simplified, data set [20, 21] .
Stephan and Simpson [21] stated that the population differences that do exist (even the differences within population groups) are likely overpowered by the differences caused between different measurement methods, meaning that linked to the limited tissue thickness data is the lack of a standard method for determining these tissue thickness values and approximating facial features [22] . Using different measurement methods, each with its own advantages, disadvantages and measuring errors, contributes to the variation that occur in STT data, since it affects the magnitude and accuracy of the obtained values, as well as the confidence with which the values can be regarded as accurate [14, 21] . There is also no way to tell which method provides the best resemblance of the true STT of humans [21] , but refinement of the methods, additional data and larger samples, including regional variations, as well as practical and identification tests on this data, should further support the reliability of the soft tissue values used in reconstructions [23] . Repeatability was generally good. Reasons for lower repeatability could include a difference in interpretation of where the exact location of the landmarks is found, especially with the mid-philtrum and zygomaxillare, or may be due to the difficulty and difference in estimating the landmarks where it is not an exact point, such as the glabella (not a prominent point in females), and the frontal eminence. This could also have been the reason for the lower repeatability values for the lateral supra-labiale, gonion and supraglenoid landmarks. However, since these differences are not more than 1.5 mm at any of the landmarks, the difference that it will make on the appearance of a reconstruction is not expected to be much.
In general, there is little correlation between the variables that were difficult to repeat between the original observer (intraobserver) and the second observer (inter-observer). This may possibly be explained by small differences in how the observer(s) uses the measurement device, the fact that the sample measured by the two observers was not exactly the same, and it is also possible that a few more ambiguous cases were included in the sample of the original observer.
In conclusion, this study produced STT values for South African black females, using a large sample of 154 individuals. These values should be used in future reconstructions of South African black females. Future studies should be conducted in order to assess the validity of our assumptions that the use of population specific STT data increases the likelihood of recognition from reconstructed faces.
